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“Action Group: 926 Palestinian Refugees were killed in 

Yarmouk Camp until the End of May 2014” 

 

 
 

 

 

 Shelling, clashes and sniping are the main reasons of victims in 

Syria. 

 Heavy shelling targeted different areas of Neirab camp in Aleppo. 

 Resumption of aid distribution in Yarmouk refugee camp. 

 

 

 

Side of the destruction of the hospital "Fayez 

Halawa" after repeated shelling on Yarmouk 
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Statistics 

Action Group for Palestinians of Syria announced that, "926" Palestinian 

refugees were killed in Yarmouk camp at Damascus until the end of last 

May, where the group said that shelling, sniping, siege and clashes were 

the main reasons that led to that number of victims, as reported by the 

group in Its statistics, published earlier this month, that "173" refugees 

killed in the Dara’a camp, "96" in Husseiniyeh camp, "73" in Khan Al 

Sheih camp at Damascus city, "58" in Sbeina camp, "41"in Al nairb camp 

at Aleppo, "40" in Sayeda Zeinab camp, "33" in Al A’edein camp at 

Homs, "32" in Handarat camp at Aleppo, "19" in Al Mazareib compound 

at Dara’a camp, "19" in Al A’edein camp at Hama, "19" in Jaramana 

camp, "16" in Al Raml camp at Lathakia, "12" in Khan Dannoun camp, 

“6” in Al Theiabeia camp and one refugee in Rukn al-Din compound. 

About the main reasons that led to "2290" Palestinian victims, were 

distributed both inside and outside Palestinian camps and compounds in 

Syria and abroad. Action Group mentioned that "925" refugees were 

killed because of the bombing, including "33" killed after targeting their 

areas with chemical weapons, "455" killed because of armed clashes, 

"255" have been shot by snipers, "196" have died under torture, "149" 

killed due to the lack of food and medical care because of the blockade on 

the Yarmouk refugee camp, "84" refugees were executed in field, "55" for 

other reasons (slaughtered, assassination, health crises, burned to death, 

by white weapon), "48" killed due to bombings, "40" died for unknown 

reasons as a case of death documented without details, "30" died after 

kidnapped from unknown destinations, "27" killed by the (Israeli) 

occupation shots and "26" refugees drowned while trying to immigrate by 

death Boats. 

For Detailed Statistics Click Here 

 

Recent Updates in Syria 

A number of shells targeted different areas at Neirab camp in Aleppo, 

which led to the destruction of a number of houses in addition to some 

http://actionpal.org/phocadownloadpap/PrivetRepo/5-2014.pdf
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injuries, while distribution of food aid resumed in Yarmouk camp at 

Damascus to the besieged people. Aid contained amount of vegetables, 

fruit and bread. 

It is noteworthy that the Regular Army and groups of the Popular Front – 

General Command are imposing a strict siege on the camp for more than 

ten months, thus, the camp suffers from a severe shortage of health 

services after the stop of all hospitals and clinics because of the blockade, 

with the exception of Palestine hospital, which work with its minimum 

energy due to lack of personnel and medical supplies. 

 
Distribution of aid in the Yarmouk refugee camp 

Living Conditions 

Khan Al Sheih camp in Damascus city suffers from crises in bread and 

food basic supplies, due to frequent interruptions of the roads that 

connect the camp with the city center, causing disability to access basic 

material supply. The camp witnessed a lack of medical services after the 

closure of the only hospital, located near the camp, a few months ago, 

where UNRWA clinic works with its minimum energy. 

Meanwhile people of Khan Dannon camp suffers from a lack of water 

and basic services as well high prices. It is noteworthy that the camp 

receives hundreds of Palestinian families who were displaced from their 

camps because of the siege and bombardment. 


